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Top 5 Refinishing Problems and How to Solve them 

1. Tannin bleed-through 

2. Hazing/Clouding Finish (usually dry time relating to topcoat/gel stain) 

3. Correcting a spot - water or heat damage 

4. Correcting a blotchy application (stain). How to apply to avoid brush strokes 
(paint & topcoat). 

5. Fixing a scratch or problem spot (paint vs. stain) 
6. Changing sheen after a coat or two 

7. We have determined that a contaminate is likely at fault for a failed finish. What can you do to 
give your surface the best chance it will have for success. (removing a failed finish in general as 
well) 

8. Not sanding, over-sanding, using the wrong sandpaper grit 
9.   Most common reasons for adherence problems (ex: stain lift, not adhering to certain sections) 

and how to fix - stains, paints, etc. 
10. Much less common: Gel Stain not drying - remaining tacky after many days & Flat Out Flat not 

holding up on a high-use surface 

Not related/Semi-related: Tips for applying to other than wood surfaces (Veneer, MDF, Formica, 
Melamine, Laminate, Vinyl, builders grade) 
 
Re-creating popular looks: Creating a "whitewash" or "weathered gray" look over a surface that is either 
stained darker than raw or painted.  
 
 
 
Main Questions we ask:  

1. Did you apply your finish to raw wood, an existing stain or an existing paint? 

2. If raw wood, what type of wood was it? 

3. If you've worked over an existing finish: Has Pledge, Murphy's oil, silicon based dusting sprays, 
furniture polishes, oil soaps or Wax ever been used on the finish? 

4. What cleaning solution did you use during preparation?  

5. What sanding grits did you use during preparation?  

6. What sanding grits did you use between coats (if applicable)? 

7. What tool did you use to apply the finish? 

8. How long did you wait between each coat of product and after preparation? 

9. What was the temperature and humidity at the time you were painting and in the area it was being 
stored while drying? Were you out in the sun? 
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PAINT 

10. If primer was used under paint, how long did it dry? 

DYE STAIN 

10. What color Dye Stain did you use? 

GEL STAIN 

10. Did you paint on Gel Stain without wiping away or did you apply Gel Stain and wipe away? 
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